AGENDA OF
UNITED NATIONS ACADEMIC IMPACT
CHARTER DAY LECTURE

TIME: 10:00 AM – 1:00 PM, JUNE 26, 2019
VENUE: UNITED NATIONS HEADQUARTERS - 1ST AVENUE AT 46TH ST
ECOSOC CHAMBER, NEW YORK, NY 10017
Keynote speech:
“Artificial Intelligence, the Internet and the Future of Data: Where Will We Be in 2045?”
Keynote speaker Dr. David Bray, Executive Director for the People-Centered Internet coalition
Panel Discussion:
Moderator Maher Nasser, Director of the Outreach Division in the United Nations Department of Global Communications.

• Mariko Gakiya, Shine Advisory Board Member-Sustainability and Health Initiative, Visiting Scientist-Environmental H, Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health

• Fabrizio Hochschild, United Nations Under Secretary-General and Special Adviser on the Preparations for the Commemoration of the Seventy-Fifth Anniversary of the United Nations

• Nam Pham, The Assistant Secretary of Business Development and International Trade, Government of Massachusetts

• Atefeh Riazi, United Nations Assistant Secretary-General and Chief Information Technology Officer

• David Silbersweig, Chairman of psychiatry at Brigham & Women’s Hospital in Boston, and co-directs the center for the neurosciences; Academic Dean, and Stanley Cobb Professor of Psychiatry, Harvard Medical School, Board Member of the Boston Global Forum, Member of AI World Society Standards and Practice Committee.
Youth Voices and Open Conversation

Thoughts from young members in the audience, followed by a conversation between panel members and the larger audience.
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Thank you

Nguyen Anh Tuan,
CEO of the Boston Global Forum